
 

 

Comparing Two Software Production Domains 

 

1. Introduction 

Western world is going trough a rapid transformation of its system of production. 

Development of information and communication technologies would technically enable 

utopia consisting of 1) synchronous interactions between individuals all around the globe, 

2) digital storage capacity to hold and make available the shared culture of the 

humankind, and 3) information processing capacity to serve the civil society.  

 

Based on experience of previous big technological changes, it seems obvious that these 

changes will not happen automatically, but require favorable underlying economic, legal 

and political circumstances.  The development of these favorable circumstances should 

be the aim of different kinds of governmental digital economic policies. Instead, we can 

identify policy debates dominated by the benefiting organizations and focusing on 

increasing national competitiveness (an example from Finland is Kemppinen. One of the 

main issues is around the topic of copyright.  
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Most economic policies rest on the assumption that creation of new knowledge in a 

society is an interplay of commons regime (for example universities) and private 

companies focusing on their commercially focused R/D efforts. The latter one claim to 

need some kind of exclusion creation mechanism. This mechanism is needed in order to 

make R/D investment commercially viable. Viability means here sustaining their 

organization and be able to pay the wages of their employees and the profits of their 

owners. These exclusion mechanisms have the sometimes poorly understood 

consequence of working against the commons regime. 

 

In this essay we focus on one area of production in a society, that of software. We make 

this limitation, because otherwise we would not have too wide spectrum of different 

kinds of cultural artifacts and practices. The paper will be structured as follows. First we 

go discuss briefly the history of copyright relevant to software production. Then we 

consequences of the current way of producing software. Then we take the example of 

Open Source Software. Finally, we outline some differences between current software 

production and OSS way. 

 

2. What are we protecting? 

Software was free part of a computer package until in the late 70's and 80's it became 

feasible to separate hardware and software as a product. After this happened, software 

companies joined publishing, media, music, film and drug companies' lobby efforts 

wanting to increase the legal protection of their (newly invented software) assets. 
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Software companies argued for heightened protection to guarantee further R/D 

investments. While the consequences of the policy to innovation activity can be severely 

questioned in the light of empirical evidence, the success of the tactic cannot. The 

commercialization of software was favored also by the political atmosphere that favored 

privatization of software rather than commons based (”free”) production.  

 

On more ideological level closed source software has benefited from the connotations 

commonly attributed to the word ”free” . It was easy to claim that authors should be able 

to live by their ”craft”, that companies ”stealing” other companies ”assets” should not be 

able to operate, or that companies should be in charge of software production rather than 

anarchistic collectives or governments. All these in spite of the fact that 1) software is, by 

nature, non-rival good  and 2) the legal privatization of the assets enables companies, not 

the authors, to make money. Furthermore, we can argue that the value created by the 

software company anyway happens in a network and that there cannot be a subjectively 

created information anymore than there can be a language spoken by only person. In any 

case, the companies rely on the shared heritage/information, practices and educational 

systems belonging to the commons rather than the commercial domain.  

 

3. Closed domain creates monopolies 

The copyright regime seems to favor industry structure of state enacted natural 

monopolies of software companies. This means reduced industry competition, increased 

company negotiation power towards employees/authors, and obvious incentives to focus 
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research efforts beneficially to the company rather than the customer, citizen, or the 

humankind.  

 

In addition to limiting the innovation of new software products that would compete with 

the existing ones, monopolies also limit the transfer of ready software products to secure 

companies revenue streams. The incumbent companies have clear incentives to block 

new entry organizations by using for example predatory pricing and aggressiveness with 

their current protected assets portfolio.  

 

There is always also an incentive for a company to build too close contacts to the state 

and international organizations that grant the monopoly enabling business operations. 

 

4. Open domain as an alternative 

Open Source Software (OSS from now on) means software that is licensed in a special 

way. It is usually also protected by copyright, but the idea is that code authors keep the 

software source code available by giving away their modifications to the public (in the 

internet). The production is organized in different software projects residing in the 

internet portals. The developers are organized into communities that have volunteer 

assignment of tasks. Hierarchy in the communities is based on meritocracy. Some 

communities have commercial sponsors and some members doing the work are paid by 

their companies to participate as their job. Normally anyone can download the OSS 
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executables from the internet. For many users this is a relief; they can obtain quality 

software free of charge.  

 

The incentives for usage are quite straightforward, but in addition companies have seen 

business benefits in the community type development. These include for example giving 

out code that currently does not anymore give competitive advantage, enforces a (de-

facto) standard, accelerates innovation, or returns goodwill of OSS developers.  

 

There has been a lot of discussion on the exact definition of Open source and its 

predecessor, the Free software. The technical and philosophical differences are so big. 

However, OSS does not have the connotations of the English word “free”, so I will use it 

here. The discussion in the literature agrees that OSS is a viable way to create high 

quality software and to circumvent some of the rules of the closed source regime. 

 

5. Discussion 

We need to recognize the politicized interplay of software industry and legislation. Only 

then can we compare the existing software industry structure and its alternative. The 

adapted copyright policies impact directly the resulting competition environment. The 

adapted digital economic policies set the limits of the competition by accumulating 

market power to natural monopolies or sharing it with several (de facto or de jure) 

standard holders. 
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We started out with the utopian three goals of digital economic policy: 1) global 

synchronous interactions, 2) digital storage capacity to hold the shared culture, and 3) 

increased information processing capacity. We can evaluate how the choice of open vs. 

closed domain work with each of the goals. 

 

6. Synchronous interactions 

The goal of global synchronous interactions demands first technical infrastructure, but 

also favorable political, legal and social environments. The infrastructure part consists of 

the costs of work of the persons who set up the network, and the networks' hardware and 

software expenses. Software's prices are determined in the market, but natural 

monopolies tend to increase the costs for the customer buying the software. This would 

seem to favor domain where software can be subscribed free of charge. 

 

It is noteworthy that creating this infrastructure is not enough. The expected users also 

need technical, and social, capabilities to connect to the infrastructure. They should also 

have the motivation to connect. The norms of expected behavior, enforcing of decisions 

and so on need to be negotiated. Obviously, sometimes this negotiation might be 

challenging for the political parties in power. 

 

OSS movement consisting of communities that create the software are usually operating 

in a global, distributed setting. This means that they can themselves serve as examples of 
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possibilities created by the global synchronous interactions. The practices that are needed 

to organize the global distributed development, the structures needed to make and enforce 

(political and technical) decisions, the learning capabilities to transfer the knowledge, and 

the cultural understanding necessary for communication effectively all show what the 

world could look like with increased number of connections. 

 

7. Digital storage capacity to hold the shared culture  

Digitalization of (some forms) of culture could enable everybody to access this data 

easily using the internet. In order for this to happen, the culture would first need to be 

digitalized, data banks that hold this culture would need to be created, and the data should 

be placed available in an organized manner in these data banks connected to the internet. 

The technical efforts required to do this could probably be managed and the costs of 

building the data banks would not be so high. The main obstacle for this kind of 

development are the authors of the cultural artifacts protected by the current legal 

environments that do not support this kind of sharing. Quite the contrary, these kind on 

developments are usually seen as destructive for the creation of new culture as authors 

would not have the incentive to share their work without being paid. 

 

Copyright is basically a device to share the rights between the artist and the audience, or 

the author and the user. The question is how to maintain the authors revenue stream when 

making digitalized culture available globally by building these kind of data banks? 

Skipping here the question should copyright at all be applied to the software, it seems 
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obvious that there could be other ways of guaranteeing new (software) investments than 

natural monopolies enforced nationally.  

 

One of the objections raised here against building too favorable mechanisms for the 

software producers is that it is not usually developers holding the rights for the software 

products, but very profitable software companies. The current situation where the media 

and software companies hold national and international lobbies quite effectively prevent 

these kinds of developments as they want to maximize their gains. Quite often from their 

previous products in order to build new products. 

 

Open domain shows effectively how new software can be created and made available in 

the internet for non-commercial purposes and without relying solely on the natural 

monopoly. There is a growing stack of software that is made publicly available by viable 

companies that build their revenue streams not directly on copyright, but for example on 

consulting, maintenance, and coding work. 

 

8. Increased information processing capacity 

The cost of software products is hindering user investment in IT. The idea of software 

consortium development is that several organizations share the development cost of 

software. This cost-sharing could basically include different kinds of organizations, be 

they public or private. Quite often the software producers are not very interested in this 
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kind of sharing since it cuts directly to their sales. For the users, it usually makes sense. If 

the producers have high market negotiation power (and they typically have because of 

their natural monopolies), they can capture lot of profit. From the free market perspective 

these kind of monopolies result in sub-optimal solutions.  

 

Currently public sector seems to be paying quite a lot of money to software monopolies 

as license fees. This expenditure could be re-allocated to some other investment, if the 

software would be available in the internet. This doesn't not seem to be an optimal 

solution in many cases: especially if for example many public sector organizations are 

buying from exactly similar modifications to their software (as seems to be the case in 

Finland). 

 

Open domain would enable different kinds of organizations to work together and enable 

more developers to participate to the work-in-progress if necessary. Closed domain 

favors keeping things on a need to know basis inside organization. More open working 

practices and environments could enable faster development of better software - and with 

less costs to the user organizations. 

 

9. Summary 

The closed domain seems to support industry structures that hinder all the three goals. 

The natural software monopolies drive up the cost of global synchronous interactions, 
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prevent creation of legal global digitalized data banks, and slow down the development of 

information processing capability. Open domain would seem to offer better alternatives 

from these three perspectives. 
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